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- Successor to the best-selling Canon G10, with durable camera body, lots of manual controls,

bigger pixels for better low-light photos, an articulated LCD that swings out and swivels 180 degrees

for overhead shots, and moreÂ - The ideal secondary, backup camera for D-SLR users who are

already Magic Lantern Guide customers.Â - In addition to being a contributing editor for Digital

Photo (formerly PCPhoto), Outdoor Photographer, and Digital Photo Pro, Guncheon has written

nine other Magic Lantern Guides(R) on Canon cameras and is an expert on the brand
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In addition to being a contributing editor for Digital Photo (formerly PCPhoto), Outdoor

Photographer, and Digital Photo Pro, Guncheon has written nine other Magic Lantern Guides(R) on

Canon cameras and is an expert on the brand

I like the size of this guide. It is easy to take along. Excellent information and way better than the

original owner's manual by a long shot! Between this one and Busch's guide I would say this: If you

plan to study a guide until you know your camera inside and out the latter contains more info but is

much bulkier and better to read at home. Guncheon's Magic Lantern Guides contain plenty of

information (probably more than you will ever need) all rolled up in a tidy size that is easy to carry



with you on an outing or a shoot!

I lost my G11 guide that came with the camera about a month after getting the camera. I

downloaded the guide, but did not print it so it was an inconvenience to have to look at the computer

every time I had a question. Plus, as a non-professional, I found the text too technical, too small and

too bland. The Magic Lantern Guide is much easier for me to read and comprehend. I learned more

about the capabilities of my camera within weeks of receiving the Guide than I did with months of

having access to the downloaded Canon Guide.

Compact, well written and leaps and bounds better than the tiny, hard to read and understand

manual that came with the camera. Tucks in to small bags with ease.I also have the Canon

PowerShot G11 Digital Field Guide and recommen it as well.

Okay

I bought this book to determine if this pricey camera was worth buying. I was sold. Not only that, but

I use this manual more than I do the instruction booklet!

It's basically what the manual should have been. It clearly explains what all the controls and options

do. You can get most all of the same information out of the Canon manual but it's an unpleasant

experience. The print is tiny and the language is cryptic. The Magic Lantern guide fleshes out the

bare bones descriptions in the manual and frequently tells you why you'd want to use a particular

setting in addition to just informing you of it's existence.It's not a general photography book but it's a

good value for the price.

When you have tried as I have done with ageing eyes to read the postage stamp size guide books

and user manuals provided by camera makers, the Magic Lantern Guide opens up new horizons

with the clarity and accuracy of their contents.Worth every penny of their cost and, if you are

seriously considering buying a top end camera, get the Magic Lasntern Guide first, you can't

lose!Happy Snapping!

WELL WRITTEN and informative. Recommend as a must read over Canon's sub-miniture, poorly

organized manual. Highly recommend
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